
China is the largest exporter in the world, 
and benefits from cost advantages in 
production. If Chinese firms succeed in 
developing strong brands, OECD firms 
could see substantial global losses. This 
study sheds light on how Chinese firms 
are acquiring branding capabilities: how 
they start; who initiates them; and how 
they develop. It focuses on the strategic 
options taken by Chinese firms in the city 
of Ningbo, in the garment and home 
appliance sectors. Its findings show 
Chinese firms have clear ambitions on 
branding – but Western markets and 
buyers are influencing these far less than 
previously anticipated. 

Branding capabilities are linked to higher 
incomes, long-term global competitiveness 
and reduced exposure to market uncertainty. 
The global financial crisis hit Chinese 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
hard. Among the firms interviewed for 
the study, those with their own brands 
suffered least from the downturn. 

The study looked at three ways Chinese 
firms could acquire branding capabilities. 
These were: ‘learning by exporting’; ‘learning 
at home’ through domestic markets; and 

‘multichain models’ (Navas-Alemán, 2011) 
combining exports and domestic or 
regional sales.  

Chinese brands are emerging on ‘global’ 
brand league tables. Its strongest sectors, 
ranked by brand value, are banking, 
telecommunications, insurance, energy and 
fifth, retail and apparel. Its most recognisable 
global brands are mainly in B2B industries. 
A few Chinese consumer brands are 
becoming known among global players 
(such as Lenovo, Haier and Huawei). 

To some extent, Chinese firms may be 
using mergers and acquisitions (M&As) to 

enter international brand competition, 
the study argues, citing computer 
manufacturer Lenovo’s partial buy-out of 
IBM in 2004. But other strategies such as 
building brands organically from within 
the firm are also widespread.

The Chinese government encourages 
firms to internationalise and acquire 
value-adding activities like branding. Local 
governments offer incentives for local 
firms to develop a brand. Critics argue 
that government-backed schemes such as 
the now dormant ‘Top Brand’ mechanism 
skew a firm’s focus away from consumers. 
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 Can China Grow Global Brands?
China is at the forefront of the huge shift in production capabilities from OECD nations to East 
Asian developing countries. Seen as the ‘Factory of the World’, China’s manufacturing success is 
well documented. This study asks whether Chinese firms can now use branding to boost their global 
economic gains. 

If Chinese firms succeed in developing strong brands, OECD firms 
could see substantial global losses.“
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Garment Sector Home Appliance Sector

Firm 
category

Firms with 
Brands

% Firms with 
Brands

%

Domestic 16/17 94% 3/3 100%

Multichain 17/27 63% 32/57 56%

Export 10/59 17% 11/19 58%

Total 43/103 42% 46/79 58%

Table 1. Prevalence of brands in the garment and home appliance sectors in Ningbo 
(reported by firms)
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Domestic markets offer a steady income source 
and a ‘test bed’ for honing branding skills. But 
firms (particularly smaller firms) tend to take a 
trial-and-error approach to branding for this 
market, revealing a lack of deeper understanding 
about marketing fundamentals. The name is 
promoted rather than a brand’s value; too much 
faith is placed in advertising and sponsorship.

The study focuses on two industries in the city 
of Ningbo in the eastern Zhejiang province. The 
well-established garment industry has a large 
export base but few Chinese brands, and has 
recently increased its interest in the domestic 
market. Profit margins have been hit by low 
export prices and low price competition 
domestically. The home appliances sector in 
Ningbo is more buoyant, has more branding 
expertise and is expanding at an annual rate of 
30 percent, in manufacturing and export.

Key findings
 • Both sectors showed a high use of branding 
in domestically oriented firms. A fiercely 
competitive national market, requiring 
after-sales services, networks and investment 
in innovation, demands that domestic brands 
are strong.

 • Successful branding takes its starting point from 
within the firm, commonly with the founder 
personally or the design team. Some firms 
reported that competitors had sparked branding.

 • The recent appetite in China for M&As does 
not appear to extend to most firms in the 
Ningbo cluster who prefer to develop their 
brands from within.

 • Entrepreneurial risk-taking matters more in 
brand-building than company size. External 

pressures, power relations within a global 
value chain, and affordability were also less 
important than readiness to develop brands.

 • The vast majority of firms in both sectors 
recognise the long-term value of brands, 
with plans to develop or launch brands over 
the next three years.

 • Chinese brands are developing independently 
from Western buyers and markets, boosted 
by cash reserves from previous OEM income, 
soaring domestic demand and expanding 
regional markets. 

Conclusions
Thanks to income generated by two decades 
of steady OEM business, and Ningbo’s steady 
presence in the growing domestic value chains, 
the two studied industries are developing 
brands without fear of alienating their foreign 
buyers. This offers the firms concerned great 
growth potential outside rigid global value 
chains while cushioning them against 
fluctuations such as global downturns. 

The multichain model was part of many firms’ 
success, and will be key in strengthening Chinese 
organisational capacity in the future. The barrier 
mentioned most frequently was lack of marketing 
expertise amongst the firm’s staff. But with 
Chinese firms working to meet this need, the 
question is no longer if China can become a 
global brand leader, but when.
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 Can China Grow Global Brands?

Chinese brands are developing independently from 
Western buyers and markets, boosted by soaring domestic 
demand and expanding regional markets.
“
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